Chapter 8: Ancient China
Lesson 1

Geography Shapes Life in
Ancient China
Geographic Features of China
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What effect did the physical
features of China have on its early development?
Isolated by Barriers
• Chinaʼs eastern border: Yellow Sea, East China Sea, Pacific Ocean
- Gobi Desert to the north, Taklimakan Desert to the west
- Pamir, Tian Shan, Himalaya mountains curve around western
border
• Geography made it difficult to spread ideas, goods to China
- Chinese civilization developed very distinctly

Two River Systems
• Two major river systems flow toward the Pacific Ocean
- central Chang Jiang (Yangtze); northern Huang He (Yellow River)
• River floodwaters deposit silt; create fertile soil for farming
- North China Plain is between rivers; is the center of Chinese
civilization

A Varied Climate
• China is similar to U.S.
- dry in west
- seasonal in north
- warm in southeast
- rice grown in moist south; wheat and millet grown in drier north

The Shang Dynasty
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How did the Chinese language
develop?

Shang Kings
• Farming settlements on Huang He grew into cities around 2000 B.C.
- China is the worldʼs oldest continuous civilization
• Shang family kings controlled some cities by 1766 B.C., set up dynasty
• Kings were responsible for religious activities
• Shang controlled central part of North China Plain
- fought off nomads from north and west, such as the Zhou

Shang Families
• Respect for parents, ancestors was important
• Family was closely tied to religion
- believed ancestorsʼ spirits brought good fortune
- made animal sacrifices to fatherʼs ancestors
• Men ruled within the family

Developing Language
• Shang kings claimed to receive messages from gods on oracle bones
- oracle bones—animal bones, turtle shells where priests wrote to gods
- scratch marks on bones were early form of writing system
• Developed pictographs—simple drawings, characters for words, ideas
- created over 10,000 characters; similar to modern Chinese writing
• Many can read Chinese without ability to speak it—helped unify lands

The Zhou Dynasty
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How were the Zhou able to conquer
Shang lands?
The Zhou and the Dynastic Cycle
• Zhou conquered Shang around 1027 B.C., established new dynasty
• Dynastic cycle—pattern of rise and fall of Chinese dynasties
• Zhou kings sought godsʼ approval; led to idea of Mandate of Heaven
- idea that good rulers had the godʼs favor became part of culture
- troubles meant Mandate was withdrawn, it was time for new leaders

Zhou Government
• Lack of strong central government gave power to local lords
- they gave their loyalty, armies to king who protected their lands
• Lords grew strong as towns became cities; depended less on king
- fought among themselves and with others
- expanded Chinese lands

The Time of the Warring States
• Nomads from the north and west invaded after 800 B.C.
• Invaders destroyed capital city of Hao, killed king in 771 B.C.
- kingʼs family escaped, founded new capital in Luoyang
• Because of weak kings, strong lords fought constantly
- this led to Time of the Warring States around 403 B.C.

Lesson Summary
• River valleys supported the rise of Chinese civilization, while some
geographic features helped to isolate China from outside contact.
• The Shang developed a dynasty and a culture that included a system of
writing.
• The Zhou claimed to rule using the idea of the Mandate of Heaven.

Why It Matters Now . . .
The culture developed by the Shang and the Zhou still influences Chinese
ways of life today.

Lesson 2

China’s Ancient Philosophies
Legalism
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How did Legalism suggest that society
be controlled?

Peace Through Ideas
• In Time of the Warring States, warlords and kings fought for land
• Scholars developed three ways of thinking to bring peace to land
- Legalism, Confucianism, Daoism
- each was a philosophy—study of basic truths, ideas about universe
• Legalism—rulers should use legal system to force people to obey laws
- believers felt strong government would end Chinaʼs disorder

Strict Laws and Harsh Punishments
• Legalists felt human nature is wicked
- must force people to do good
- government must pass strict laws to control peoplesʼ behavior
• Believed harsh punishments kept people afraid to do wrong

An Increase in Government Control
• Legalist Shang Yang wanted to force people to report lawbreakers
• Legalists taught that rulers should reward people who do their duty
• Legalists did not want complaints or questions about government
- arrested people who questioned government, taught different ideas
- felt rulers should burn books with different philosophies, ideas

Confucianism
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What actions did Confucius believe
would bring order to China?
Confucius
• Confucius lived 551 to 479 B.C., during time of unrest in China
- developed ideas to end conflict, have peace in all relationships
• Believed that respect for others was necessary for peace, harmony
• Confuciusʼ ideas collected into book, Analects
- together the teachings form the belief system of Confucianism

The Five Relationships
• Confucius taught code of proper conduct
- proper conduct in family, proper conduct in society
• Confucianism had Five Relationships
- father and son, older and younger brothers
- husband and wife, friend and friend, ruler and subject

Proper Conduct
• Confucius felt correct behavior would bring peace to society
- should begin at home; husbands good to wives, wives obey husbands
- brothers kind to one another, but younger must obey older
• Filial piety—idea that parents must be treated with respect
• Confucius said respect authority; rulers—live right, respect people
- subjects had duty to obey ruler if ruler lived in right, moral way

The Impact of Confucianism
• Confucianism set out family and social roles
- following these roles helped Chinese avoid conflict, live peacefully
• Rulers tried to live up to Confuciusʼ model
• Confucius encouraged education, creating fair and skilled officials

Daoism
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What did the Daoists believe about
society?

The Way
• Daoism—Laoziʼs ideas in Dao De Jing (The Book of the Way of Virtue)
- Laozi may not have existed, but said to have lived in 500s B.C.
• Daoists felt universal force, the Dao (the Way), guides all things
- all creatures but humans live in harmony with Dao
• Humans must find own way (Dao) to relate to nature, each other
- each must learn to live in harmony with nature and inner feelings

Following the Way
• Daoists did not argue over good and bad, or try to change things
- accepted things as they were; did not get involved in government
• Tried to understand nature, live in harmony with its rhythms
• Forces of yin, yang interact, complement each other; change, evolve
- yin (black)—cold, dark, mysterious
- yang (white)—warm, bright
• Understanding yin and yang helped people find place in the world

Lesson Summary
• Legalists believed humans are wicked and need strict laws with harsh
punishments.
• Confucius taught a code of proper conduct, including respect, that
humans could learn.
• Daoists held the view that each human must find an individual moral
path to follow.

Lesson 3

The Qin and the Han

The Qin Unified China
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How did the Qin Dynasty unify
China?

A Legalistic Ruler
• Under Mandate of Heaven ongoing wars were signs for new ruler
• New ruler was emperor Shi Huangdi from state of Qin
• Shi Huangdi began ending battles between warring states in 221 B.C.
- conquered rival states, drove out nomad invaders, expanded China
• Shi Huangdi ran country as Legalist, wiped out Confucian teachings
- had 460 critics and Confucianists killed, burned books

Uniting China
• Shi Huangdi wanted personal control of strong central government
- weakened noble families by taking land, making them live at capital
• United his lands by building highways, irrigation projects
- forced peasants to work on projects, used high taxes to fund them
• Set government standards for weights, measures, coins, writing
- made it easier to trade and do business everywhere in China

The Great Wall
• Shi Huangdi built long wall on northern borders to stop invaders
- forced hundreds of thousands of peasants, criminals to build it
- many died from hard labor, creating resentment among people
• First Great Wall linked smaller walls from Time of Warring States

The Qin Dynasty Ends
• Shi Huangdi died in 210 B.C., was buried in elaborate tomb
- army of terra cotta soldiers buried nearby; was discovered in 1974

The Han Dynasty
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How did the Han rule China?
The Han Replace the Qin
• Civil war broke out at the end of the rule of Shi Huangdiʼs son
- General Liu Bang defeated the Qin, ended the war, reunified China
• Lui Bang began Han Dynasty—lasted from 202 B.C. to about A.D. 220

Han Government
• Lui Bang kept strong government, lowered taxes, reduced punishments
- had peasants build roads, canals, irrigation system
• Set up bureaucracy—chosen officials ran offices, bureaus
- officials were often Han family members and trusted people
• To find officials, they gave people system of tests on Confucianism
- tests helped select educated, ethical people for bureaucratic state

Empress Rules
• Lui Bang died in 195 B.C.; his widow, Empress Lü, ruled for her son
- outlived her son, kept power by placing infants on the throne
- died in 180 B.C.; all her relatives were executed

Expanding the Empire
• Wudi, known as the Martial Emperor, ruled from 141 to 87 B.C.
- wars expanded borders to south China, north Vietnam, North Korea
• Han stayed in power despite rebellions, revolts, floods, famines

Life in Han China
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What was life in Han China like?
Daily Life in Han China
• Much of Han society lived in villages, worked on farms
- most lived in one or two-story mud houses
- rich farmers used oxen to pull plows; poor pulled plows themselves
- simple clothing included clothes stuffed like a quilt for cool months
• Raised wheat, millet in north; raised rice in south
• Fish, meats were expensive so most people ate them in small portions

City Living
• Han cities were centers of trade, education, government
• Cities were crowded with merchants, craftspeople, government
officials
• Entertainment included musicians, jugglers, acrobats
• Some writers say the cities also had street gangs

Lesson Summary
• In 221 B.C., the Qin ruler Shi Huangdi unified China and
ruled by harsh Legalist principles.
• The Han Dynasty ruled over a large and successful land.
• The Han Chinese way of life is reflected in Chinese life today.

Lesson 4

The Legacy of Ancient China
The Silk Roads
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What kinds of goods moved along the
Silk Roads?
A Trans-Eurasian Link
• During Han Dynasty, only Chinese knew how to make silk
- silk opened trade, increased contact with the West
• Silk Roads—trade routes carried silk, other goods to and from China
- trans-Eurasian trails crossed central Asia to Mesopotamia, Europe
- caravan trails were well established by 100 B.C.
• Silk, paper, pottery went west; metals, gems, horses came east

Cultural Diffusion
• Cultural diffusion—the spread of ideas, customs
- Silk Roads helped spread military methods, Buddhism, styles to China
- Chinese art, silks, pottery influenced western cultures

The Spread of Buddhism
• During Han Dynasty, Buddhist missionaries took Silk Roads to China
- Buddhism spread to Japan and Korea from China
• Chinese Buddhists modified the religion to fit their own traditions

Influential Ideas and Beliefs
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How important were
Confucianism and Daoism?
Confucianism
• Confuciusʼ ideas of social duty still important in Chinese villages
• Confucianism became influential philosophy in Japan, Korea,
Vietnam
Daoism
• Daoism philosophy had lasting
influence in China
- by sixth century it was a religion;
had priests, rituals, writings
• Unlike Confucianism, Daoism
remained primarily a Chinese belief

Chinese Inventions and Discoveries
ESSENTIAL QUESTION In which aspects of Chinese life did
the Han make great advances?
Agricultural Improvements

• Chinese inventions made more grain available, farmersʼ lives easier
• Inventions included:
- better plows
- collar harness
- wheelbarrow
- watermill

Paper
• Chinese first made paper in A.D.
105 from rags, tree bark, hemp fibers
- before paper, books were made of
expensive silk
• Inexpensive paper made books
more available
- Chinese valued learning;
government kept many records

Silk
• Silk is beautiful, long lasting, and can be dyed bright colors
• Silkʼs rarity made it an excellent trade product for Chinese
• Silk was traded for silver, gold from the west
- at one point, a pound of silk was worth a pound of gold
- China sought gold, silver because it lacked rich deposits of both

Lesson Summary
• Trading routes called the Silk Roads brought goods and ideas to and
from China.
• Confucianism and Daoism had a lasting infl uence in China.
• Chinese inventions in agriculture, paper making, and other discoveries
improved daily life.

